
Example 1

Keeping all the above-stated tips in mind, here’s what a good tell me about yourself
sample answer for freshers would look like:

“My name is ______, and I am interested in biology and human physiology. I have
always been curious about studying biology as both my parents are doctors, and
discussions with them have expanded my knowledge of the healthcare industry.

I was the co-Leader of the medical club and volunteered at my parent’s hospital during
high school. All this hands-on experience taught me how to interact with patients and
hospital administrators. My strengths are excellent leadership skills, problem-solving,
and taking the initiative to work.

My goal is to complete my major in human physiology and contribute to cancer studies.
After completing graduation, I would like to work in research.”

Example 2

If you’re a fresh graduate applying for a job, you should start with the fact that you just
graduated and explain why you chose this area of study. Here is an example of “tell me
about yourself” answer for fresh graduates:

“My name is ______, and I recently graduated from University _____ with a B.Tech in
Biotechnology. During my course, I was involved in multiple internships with different
firms, and I am intimately familiar with critical competencies in the biotechnology sector.
I was also part of the various student bodies and maintained a GPA of 3.8.

Now, I’m looking to leverage my learning and get some hands-on work experience. I
would bring value to an organization like yours through my understanding of this field,
and my positive ‘can do” attitude.“

Example 3

Here is another example of a well-structured answer that includes your past, present
and future strategy.

“I was born in Pune but migrated to New Delhi while I was in elementary school. During
my childhood, I used to visit my relatives in Pune on a regular basis. My aunt would take
me to museums, libraries, and the theatre on my visits to the city, which started my
interest in reading, drama, and theatre arts. I’ve performed in over 30 musicals at my



school and local theatre since then. I intend to specialise in musical theatre since I am a
brilliant singer and performer who is comfortable in her own skin both on and off the
stage.

Despite my love of the theatre, I was quite timid as a child. It took me years to have the
confidence to even audition for a play. I am thankful for how my engagement in theatre
has helped me develop as a well-rounded individual and excellent communicator. Aside
from theatre, I am a huge fan of reading and literature. I believe I am the ideal candidate
for (University Name), and I would love to go since it has such a high concentration of
academics that specialise in the performing arts and literature. In a nutshell, it’s a
fantastic chance for me to learn from such great professors.

Moreover, after spending 14 years of my life landlocked in New Delhi, I am thrilled to
have the opportunity to live near the shore once again!”


